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1It is the purpose in this brief investigation to study tv/c
great financial institutions and their relations to each other.
One, that of the coFimercial "bank, which is constantly before the
eyes of every citizen of the United States and yet Vv^hose nature
and functions are so seldom understood. In almost every little
town, and village one v/ill find a commercial "bank. Although in some
cases it is very small and primative in its methods, yet it is
through this institution that the community transacts its daily
business. The other, that of the Savings Bank, which is fast
establishing itself in some form or other throughout the country.
The idea is to see whether after a study, of the fundamen
tal principles underlying both, after a careful investigation of
the character and nature of the sphere of work which each under-
takes to perform, whether or not it would be possible to successfully
combine them; a.nd whether, if found possible, it would be feasible,
ad under what conditions.
t'e have noticed in recent years the v;onderful rapidity wit
which the savings idea has spread into almost every home. Along wit
this growth has developed various kinds of institutions for the care
and keeping of savings funds. In the east the older Mutual or
Trustee Baiik is still predominant, but with the comparatively recent
acquescience of the Comptroller of the Currency to the establish-
ment of. savings departments in National Banks, they have a new

2competitor . In the v;est and middle-west, a savings department in
a commercial "bank is the prevailing system.
In maiiy such hanks the saving deposits are used to dis-
count commercial paper and are treated in the same manner a.s the
rest of its deposits. V^'e know that this is a had practice s,nd had
results have followed, A good example v/as the failure of the
Mil7>raukee Avenue State Bank of Chicago, on August 7, 1906. The
failure of this hank v/rought severe hardships upon hundreds of its
poor depositors and resulted in several suicides. This could not
have heen possible had it been a mutual hank or properly regulated
loy law. The question is then whether or not practice of com.hining
the tv/o departments should he permitted and the advantages and
dangers of such a combination.

CHAPTER I.
THE ORIGIN OP GOmiBRCIAL AND SAVINGS BANKS,
THEIR GH^^ACTER.
It is not necessarjA to describe the origin or trace the
development of the commercial hank in any detail, in order to get
a clear conception of the purpose for which it was organi^^ed and its
importance as a factor in our present day coimnercial system. It
is enough to say that commercial hanking has been practiced in
some form or other ever since the chronicles of the ancient writers
deemed it of enough importance to notice. We are told however that
the first organisied "bank v.as established in Venice in 1157, and
by slow and gradual steps banking has developed into its modern form,
The last great move in the evolution of banking was in the establish-
ment in 1694 of the Bank of England which is the prototype of the
2
modern institutions.
The coinmercial bank is one which deals entirely with the
financial end of active trade. It is the service which it renders
as a means of facilitating loans and expansion of the money in use
by the creation of credit, that has caused it to assLune such pro-
portions as it has today. I cannot find a better description or
clearer account of the commercial aspect of a bank than that given
3
by Dunbar. "The first bankers probably had little thought of
1. - Andersons, Hist, of Corajnerce, Vol. I., pp. 158.
2. - Gilbert, Hist, of Banking, Vol. I.
3. - Dunbar, Theoryand History of Banking, pp. 4 and 5.
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affording encourageraent or applying a stimulus to the industry of
the coinmunity as a whole, V/Tien they began, hov/ever, to lend money
systematically to merchants or the producers of goods, they began
to give the command of capital in the enterprises where, for the
time being, it was most called for and presumably most needed. V,Tier
they increased their loans of this sort, by means of the funds left
temporarily in their care by persons depositing with them, they
began to give to industry the benefit of capital which would other-
wise be idle, or to secure the more speedy application of capital
slowly seeking employment. This practice of discounting the bills
received by dealers from their customers tended to a rapid organiza-
tion of credit, and, by giving the dealer the immediate use of that
which was due to him at some time in the future, shortened the
period required for "turning his money," and undertaking some fresh
enterprise. It is obvious that the bankers created no new wealth
by their lending and deposit-holding, but it is equally plain that
they directed the existing capital to the enterprises and industries]
most in need of support, and they quickened the succession of com-
mercial and industrial operations. A given amount of capital was
thus made more effective, so that the result of the introduction
of banking in any community was the equivalent of a considerable
increase in the first instance,
"The stifTiulus thus applied by banking to the general
commercial and industrial movement of any cumminity, whether old or
young, has long been clearly seen; and it is this effect of opera-
tions, at first undertaken simply with reference to the demands of
individual convenience, that now chiefly claims attention and excitei!

5interest,
"
The first idea of a savings "bank is traced back to England
where in 1797 a paper on the subject was written by Jerein:>^ Bentham,
in whose "olans for the aid and management of paupers was included in
1
a system of "I'rugalit}'- Banks." It was not until 1801, however that
the Rev. Henry Duncan, who has been called the father of the savings
bank, established at Ruthifeil Scotland, in his own parish "a savings
and friendly society." But when in 1817 the first act of Parliament
was passed which established the system in England and Ireland undei
government control, there were seventy-eight private societies
distrubuted throughout England, Ireland and V/ales v/hicia received and
invested the small savings of the laboring poor.
It was in the United States however that the first savings
bank went into operation, incorporated and regulated by law. This
bank was the Provident Institution for Saving, which was incorporatejd
in Boston, Deceiaber 13, 1816, the year before the English Savings
banks were recogniz;ed by Parliament. The purpose and ideas of the
founders of this bank are well presented in their appeal for recog-
nition tothe legislature of the State of Massachusetts, as follov/s:
"It is not "oy the alms of the wealthy that the good of the lower
classes can be promoted. By such donations, encouragements is far
oftener given to idleness and hypocricy, than to the aid of suffer-
ing worth. He is the effective benefactor of the poor, who en-
2
courages then in habits of industry, sobriety'" and frugality."
1. - Gilbert, Hist of Banking.
2. - Hist of Banking in all nations. Vol, II,, p. 440.
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Although the Boston bank was the first savings bank to be
regulated by law, it was not the first to be established in the
United States. A few months earlier in t he same year, 1816, an
institution for saving opened its doors in Philadelphia, Pa,, but
was not incorporated or regulated until almost three years later.
The savings bank of Baltimore was incorporated in 1818; the Salem
(Mass.) bank in the same year; the Bank for Savings in Hew York, in
1819; and in the same year also, the Society for Savings of Hartforc
Connecticut; the Savings bank of Newport, Rhode Island, and the
Providence (Rhode Island) Institution for Savings. Thus v/e see that
before the year 1320, eight institutions for savings had alread^^
been established in the United States, and from this period on they
were organi?;ed in rapid succession throughout the New England
1
and Eastern States, It might be interesting to note here that
of these first eight savingsbanks established in the United States
everyone is still in existence and prospering.
It is doubtful if the promoters of the early savingsbanks
in the United States ever had a clear conception of the great good
they were doing or the magnitude to which their institutions were
i^ound to attain. In 18.'54 when the Bowery Savings-Bank of New York
—
the fourth to be established in that city—was chartered, so little
Was its use anticipated that the total amount of deposits allowed
2
by its origional charter was limited to |500,000, VJhen it is
3
said that today the deposits of this bank exceed |96,000, 000. , and
that it has more than 150,000 open accounts, the wonderful growth
of this institution is surprisingly noticeable. In the original
1. - Hist, of Banking in all Nations, Vol. II., n. 439.
2. - Ibid., Vol. II, np. 440.
3. - New York State Report on Savings Banks.

charter of this Taank is found the essential characteristics of the
present State Savings Bank Laws of New York. ITot only this institu-
tl on, however, but all similar ones have made the same remarkable
growth and development.
But how could it "be otherwise? Institutions founded
upon such an idea and guided as they 'were by the highest and ablest
men in the comraunitA'', were bound to ^IxvOj " and to develope. These
men early recognized the fact that pauperism and crime went hand in
hand; that public morals became more lax as the number of the poor
in the community increased. To help the poor by individual contribiji
tions was uncertain and unsystematic. This kind of help ministered
only tt the present needs of the poor, which were ever recurring
but never fully satisfied, and with every succeeding aid the re-
ceiver became more and more dependent relying upon charity
altogether and thus becoming a real pauper.
Experience has sho?m that in a great many cases, temporary;
relief is a detriment instead of a benefit to the welfare of the conj-
munity as a whole, because it has resultedin entire dependence, and
the number of the poor instead of decreasing, steadily increase.
Usually ^here is a tendency that as soon as it becomes known in a
community'- that anything (food, shelter, clothing, etc.) can be had
without labor, all further effort on the part of the recipients to
earn their own living is abandoned, and ingenious schemes are resort
ed to in order to obtain the greatest amount possible. It is
exactly for this reason that so many of the larger communities and
cities at the present day, are or have established municipal res-
taurants and lodging houses in which the dependent is required to

'8
work for whatever food and shelter he msiy obtain.
The "basic idea, then, of the savings bank is to aid the
poor in a practical and in a permanent way; to improve the condi-
tions of those, who under their existing conditions are unahle
to help ; themselves ; to help the poor so that at some time in the
future theA'- will "be able to take care of themselves. The savings
hank is an institution which helps the poor in a perma.nent v;ay, it
helps the poor to provide for themselves "by teaching them to ac-
quire habits of thrift in la^/'ing aside some part of their earnings
in times of prosperity to provide for future needs and wants in time
of sickness and old age.
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CHAPTER II.
C0I3PARIS0IT OF Tm NATTJKB |XmCT IONS OP
COI/IfvffiRCIAL MD SAVOGS BMKS.
In the first place what is a bank? ITot everyhody stops
to realize how universal e.nd how necessar;;- a "bank is. Banks stand
for stability of money values, for stability of credit and business
Banking simply means dealing in inone:^ or paper (credit), which
represents mone3/. Through the mediim of banks a.nd banking institu-
tions men, com panies and corporations are enabled to engage in
business and carry on great enterprises without the actual esxchange
of cash. It is also through banking institutions that firms are
enabled to do business in foreign countries and pegr such foreign
bills v/ithout the actual shipment of gold. Thus the great service
of the banking system.
Banks in this country may be divided into four different
classes:
1. - National and State Banks.
2. - Private Banks—v;hich resemble a private business in their
conduct
.
3. - Loan and Trust CompajiieF'—which bften combine the functions
of a bank xrith these of trustee and executors.
.
4. - Savings Banks—which are in the main philanthropic institu-
tions for the thrifty poor.
These four classes may however be subdivided again into tv/J)
general divisions, those of:

i6
Coranercial Banks.
2.- Savings Banks.
In order to get a clearer conception of the work per-
formed by both of these classes it v/ill be necessary?- to discuss the
nature and functions of eacli.
A commercial bank is distinguished from a savings bank by
the purpose for v/hich it is organized and opera.ted. The commercial
bank is a money-making institution just the same as any industria.1
business. It is operated for the profits or returns to the stock-
holders, who have invested their ca.pital in it. It i§ like a dry-
goods store or any other busine:7S house, but instead of selling
dry-goods, it uses money as its commodit;y.
Most of the money thus used is left with the bank by its
depositors and is subject to withdrawal v/ithout notice. A bank
could not do business without deposits and since deposits form such
a necessary part of the business and mean, at the same tine, so
much to the peoi^le who own them that both State and National govern-
ments have sought to put some safeguards about their uses.
It is a simple proposition when stflffed down to its main
facts. If a commercial bank agrees to pay you a low rate of inter-
est on your* deposit or more generally your monthly balance v/hich
is fast becoming the pra.ctise in recent years, it must employ that
same money so that it v/ill earn a much larger ra.te than is paid
for the use of it. The bank must pay the expenses of running the
business, which includes cost of building or rent in which it is
located, the salaries of its employees and then there must be a
certa.in amount of surplus and profits which goes to the people v;ho

have bought its capital stock, in the form of dividends. Hence
the problem of the corimercial bank is to employ the banks funds so ,
!
i
j
that they v/ill earn the lR,rgest amount of money*
I
The commercial bank being founded upon different motives,
of course operates upon different principles. The foundation
i
upon which it builds its credit system is based upon the confidence \
of the general public, a.nd in order to secure and hold this confi-
dence it is necessary for the management of the bontjS to be reasona-
bly conservative in its investments and loans. Beca.use a broken
or shattered confidence means ruin. A shaken confidence means
a run on the bank and no bank however strong it may be, can v/ith-
stand a run, consequently it is forced to close its doors and go
into the hands of a receiver.
The commercial bank also deals with an entirely different
set of men, that of the business class, and it is the service
which it renders to them as an instrument in fexiiitating exchange
and as a place for the safe keeping of their funds, that induces
the business men to deposit their v/orking surplus v/ith the institu-
tion.
Thus then, we see that profits are the ear ma,rk of the
commercial bank, which is entirely different from that of the
savings bank. In the savings bank the motto is: The highest safety
with as high a rate of interest as possible^while that of the commer-
cial bank might be termed, the highest rate of returns consistent
' with reasonable safety. Or in other words safety is the object
sought after in the savings bank, while in the commercial, it is
;
profits .
i
i
{ I
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Turning now to a discussion of the nature of a savings
"bank one will at once notice the difference. The term "Savings "bank
has two entirely different and distinct meanings in the United
States, depending upon that section of the Union in which it may hap
pen to he used. In the New England and Eastern States it implies
one thing, while in the Middle and Western States it implies
another. The western usage however might be said to he teclinically
ro
incorrect according^ the original and fundamental idea. It implies
an institution owned and operated not for the "benefit of its custo-
mer alone, hut for the pecuniary profit to the owners (stockholders)
The western or stock savings hank is not organi^^.ed primarily for the
benefit of the poorer and ignorant class of laborers, but for the
same purpose that any industrious man would enter into any kind of
business, for the pay that might be found in its operations.
But let us now turn to the eastern conception of a "sav-
ings Bank." Accordirg to the best authorities the correctness of
the application of the name "Savings Bank" depends upon motives
behind the present management. If the institution is governed by
the spirit of cultivating a habit of frugality and thrift, and the
idea of inducing the poorer classes of the community to save and
is opera.ted entirely in the interests of its depositors, it should
be called a "Savings Bank" in the real sense of the v/ord. One
writer attempts to define a "savings bank" as follows: "Savings
banks are institutions established by public authority, or by
private persons, in order to encourage habits of savings by afford-
ing special security to owners of deposits, and by the payment of
interest to the full extent of the net earnings, less whatever
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reserve the management may deem expedient for a safety fund;; and in
furtherance of this purpose bank offices are located at places
f !
i
where the^^ are calculated to encourage savings among those persons
,
who most need such encouragement." A savings-hank is properly a
provident institution and its policy should he influenced "by consid-
erations for the elevation and betterment of the welfare of the
\
1
poorer classes of people.* "Its object being to promote provident
habits and to increase the resources of the laboring people, its
just concern is for safety of deposits, the earnings being an im-
portant but subordinate matter. Being so constituted that the
directory and managing officials have no specia,! financial interest
2
in the returns, the methods are extremely conservative." In short
the savings bank is, it might be said, a charitable institution,
since it is entirely for the benefit of the poor and ignorant who
are unable to guard what little surplus they ma.y have left of their
weekly or monthly wages after li7ing expenses have been paid. It
gives them a place where they can leave this surplus, with absolute
safety, and v^rith a certaint^?^ of return with a reasonable amount of
interest.
Safety^thf^l^ is the one thing to be constantly guarded in
the savings bank. This is strengthened by the fact that it is
immaterial to the management of the bank whether the loans return
a high rate of interest or a low rate, except that a high rate in-
j
terest indices a greater effort to save and to increase deposits, !
i
because they are not a,llowed to participate in the distribution of
j
profits. It is far more desirable that the hard earned deposits of
|
1. - Hamilton, Savings and Savings Institutions, pp. 161.
2. - Ibid. pp. 162.
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the poor shoiald "be returned to them In toto with a low rate of in-
;
terest, than to attempt a high rate with danger of losing all or a
part of the original deposit,
|
The fact that the savings bank is an institution for the
poor renders it dependent upon the guidance of the state. The poor
as a rule are uneducated and are not in a position to invest their
little amounts safely and to secure a fair rate of interest upon
them. The savings hank on the other hand "by collecting together a
large number of small deposits can lend then in one sum, a,nd at a
much higher rate than individual. It is also in a position to know
what investments are safe, those that might he doubtful and is able
to give the uniformed depositor the benefit of this knowledge.
The functions performed by the two kinds of institutions
are in general entirely distinct, although they have one or two in
common. They are alike in that they both serve as a means to dimin-
ish the small bits of idle mone:^ distributed among many individuals.
By collecting together small deposits they can make then available
for use in the form of large amounts which may be invested and utiliS
ed with advantage. In speaking of this function Conant says, "From
the fundamental function of the banker as a keeper of money for hire
arises, therefore the auxiliary function of gathering up the money
of the people in order to reduce the stock of idle money in their
hands to the lowest limits, and to thereby insure the greatest
economy in the investment of the capital of the community in actual
currency. Hence it comes that the banler solicits the deposits of
men the smallest owners of money, that he may combine these small
holdings into amounts la,rge enough to be used profitably in loans
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1
for carrying on important business enterprises,"
But the greatest function of the commercial hank and one
which the savings bank does not perform in the slightest degree, is
its economic function, that of facilitating trade by diminishing thej
amount of money actually needed to carry on business. This is made
j
possible by the development of the credit sj'-stem. The entire opera-,
tion and prosperitv of a commercial bank depends upon its credit.
In most cases 75^ of a banks loans are merely a loan of credit on
the books of the bank. The magnitude to v/hich the credit system
of the United States has developed is wonderful. Ninety-five per
cent of the business done in the v/orld is done by means of credits, •
but were it not true that the greater part of the v/orld' s business
is done by credit one would not find the great banking houses
r
scattered all over the comT^jj-y because it is from the ajnount of money
displaced by credit that the bankers derive their profits.
It is nov/ seen that the functions of the commercial and
savings bank are largely different, they are alike in so far as
they receive deposits and make loans. But their loans are not of
the same character. The loans of a commercial bank are short tine
while those of the savings bank are long time or permanent. In all
other respects the work performed by both is different.
1,- Principles of Money and Banking, pp. 210-211,
J
0.1
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£ A 2. 1 1 2. Ill*
COI.CPARISOK OP THE CHARACTER OE THEIR DEPOSITS
AED lEVESTIiEHTS .
Having exaniined the nature and functions of savings and
conaiiercial "banks, it will "be interesting to look into the character
of the deposits and investments of each. We have noticed that they
deal v;ith an entirely different class of people and that their main
functions are also different, let us now see if the same is true
in these respects.
The deposits of savings banks unlike those of a commercial
"bank, are made with the intention of allowing them to remain for
some length of time. They are always of small amounts, that is, the
total deposited by one individual in a mutual savings bank varies
with the states. In some one depositor cannot exceed $1,000, in
others f2,000 and $3,000, exclusive of accuinulated interest, depend-
ing upon the sta.te.
A savings depositor usually sta.rts his account with a
deposit from one dollar up to $10.00 or $15.00 and small amounts
are weekly or monthly added to these deposits. These weekly deposit
represent the scanty sum the wage earner has been able to la;'- aside
after paying his famil:^ living expenses for that period. This is
not so w^ith the commercial bank. The business man deposits his
v/orking capital in the bank on which he draws checks to meet his
bills. He usually keeps all of his cash in the form of deposits and
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to this account he adds his daily incorje. He does not deposit with
the intention of accumulating "but for the safe keeping and con-
venience which it affords him. The depositor of the conmercial hank
does not leave his funds v/ith the institution v/ith the intention of
allowing it to remain there for any definite length of time, hut
expects to v/ithdraw it, without notice to the hartk^v/henever he so
desires.
The difference in the very nature of the two kinds of
deposits is evident when considered for a moment. Coromercial depo-
sits are usually of much Is-rger amounts, and it is this class of
deposits that carry on the active commercial business from day to
day. Savings deposits are not employed in this manner at all (ex-
cept some stock savings banks) hut are immediately placed in the
inactive market or in other words are invested in more or less
permanent securities.
Another very essential difference is the relation created
hetv/een depositor and hank in the two different institutions. When
a per sorj|d'eposits with a savings bank there is the relation of
trusteeship created. The deposit in no v/ay belongs to the bank,
but is still the property of the depositor. It is simply held in
trust by the savings bank and upon v/hich it agrees to pay a certain
rate of interest. The savings bank does not take deposits for its
own use, but for the safe keeping and for the sele use and benefit
of the depositor. This is not true in the case of a commercial bank
The relation created between depositor and bank is that of debtor
and creditor. The deposit when once made becomes the property of
the bank and it has the right, if not forbidden by law, to do what
I
ever it pleases v/ith it so far as the depositor is concerned. On
the other hand the depositor is protected by the right of action
j
against the hank, for the siun deposited, which arises to him.
From the character of its deposits then the savings "bank is
in a position to invest its funds in a very different kind of
securities from those in which a commercial hank is compelled to
invest. Since the deposits of the savings hank are made with the
intention of allowing them to remain for some length of tim.e, the
hank is able to invest them in long time securities, which bear a
uniform rate, not necessarily high, but which are the very safest
possible kind of investments. This policy is exactly opposite to
that of the od mmercial bank, not as to the sa.fety, but to the dura- i
tion of the securities invested in. A commercial bank would soon
find itself in serious difficulties v/ere it to follow the policy
of the savings bank as to investments. The fact that its funds are
subject to v/ithdrawal without notice compells it to keep a sufficient
reserve to pay ordinary demands and to invest the remainder in short
time bills and notes. Thus in case of an increased demand for
deposits the bank would be able to increase its cash immediately
from the daily maturing bills and notes. By short time, is meant
anywhere from thirty to ninety days, seldom exceeding the latter
figure.
The lav/s of all the states that recognize saings banks,
also recognizes the fact tha.t they are in a position, from the
nature of their deposits, to invest in long time securities.
Therefore in the eighteen states that have savings-bank lav;s, every
one names specifically the kind of securities in v/hich savings banks
1
ma;/' invest, some of course are more strict than other s, some
1.- JrJankers iiagazine. " '
'
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allov/ a limited range in dealing with personal notes, "but the dif-
ferent situations and conditions of the states call for some i
difference in their respective lav;s on investments. '
The states that have savings bank laws are: Nev7 York,
Massachusetts, Connecticut, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, New Hampshire,
Rhode Island, Vermont, Maine, Kentucky, Indiana, lov/a, Michigan,
1
Minnesota, Missouri, Ohio, Nebraska, and Wisconsin. In all the
other sta,tes of the Union there are either no restrictions upon the
deposits and investments of savings "banks or such slight limitations
1
as to give the depositor practically no protection whatever.
|
Taking New York as an example again, we find that savings
\
i
bank investments are limited by law to only three kinds of securi-
2
ties: (1) Governmental bonds, v/hich include the bonds of the
United States and bonds of States, cities, tovms, villages and
school districts; (2) Realestate mortgages; (3) Railroad bonds of
the highest class.
Having defined these three classes, the law puts further I
safeguards about them. No municipal bonds (of cities outside the
state) can be purchased for example, except those issued by a^^having
at least forty-five thousand population, which has been incorporated
at least twenty-five years, and which is located in a state admitted
to the Union before 1896. In addition, the total bonded indebted-
ness of these municipalities must not be more tiia-n 7^ of the entire
value of the taxable property of the community. The cities, too,
must be in states tha,t have faithfully paid the principal and int-
erest of their bonds since 1861.
j
1, - Bankers Magazine.
!
2. - Hamilton, Banking laws of Nev/ York, 1907.
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The law on reale-etaje investments is equally strict. It
provides that the investment must "be in mortgages on property locat-
ed in the state of New York and, what is more important, on propertjj
which has "beenappraised or excunined, as to its true value, "by a
direct representative of the hank. The "bank cannot lend more than
60fo of the value of the property if it is improved—that is, if it
has a house or something built on it, and not more than 40^ of the
value if unimproved— that is, if it is just merely a piece of
ground.
The last class na^ied that of railroads bonds, must he
mortgage bonds, which are of the highest type, because they are a
direct claim upon the property of the railroad. They must be on
railroads that have regularly paid for five years at least 4^
dividends on its capital stock; and whose capital stock is at least
one-third the amount of the entire bonded debt of the road. V/hen
a railroad meets these requirements it means that a certain amount
of stock has been sold and the proceeds expended on the property,
thus giving sone secLirity for the bonds.
In Nev/ York a savings bank is forbidden to invest more
than 25/b of their total amount of deposits in railroad bonds, and
not more than isfo of its deposits in the bonds of any one company.
The banks can lend money only con collateral, which the bank itself
is authorised by the state laws tu purchase. The borrower, too,
must put Id^ more than the market value of the collateral. If a man
for example, wants to borrow ninety thousand dollars from a savings
bank, he must put up one hundred thousand, dollars v/orth of bonds.
With Nev/ York as an example, we see the strict regulation by v/hich
the eastern states guard their savings bank deposits in inveBtments.

Massachusetts ranks about second after New York in the
restrictive regulation of savings bank investments. All the rest
of the states, which have savings-banlc laws have patterned more or
less after these two states, varying considerable in some cases
in the degree of safety in the securities invested in,
Prom the examples given above we notice that in the
eastern and Nev/ England States the securities in which savings banks
may invest are limited and the bank has slight opportunity to use
its own discretionary pov/er. It would be utterly impossible for
a commercial bank to exist and to succeed in business were it so
restricted by lav/ in its investments or rather in its purchases of
negotiable papers. "We have said before that a commercial bank
must deal in securities which are easily convertable into cash.
Therefore it would be inadvisable for a banker to buy securites
without knov/ing where and hov/ they can be sold again.
Every banker and especially the smaller one must be
prepared for sudden calls; for sooner or later he will have to meet
a run, or use large sums in other emergencies. An undertaking may
be safe in itself, but if it "ties up" the banks money it is not
safe as a commercial banking investment. Insistence upon this
principle is justified at the present time, because the temptation
to tie up investments is growing steadily. Earm mortgages, which
formerly afforded investment for much of the money of the smaller
I
country banks, are becoming comparatively scarce in many of the
i
' older sections of the country, and corjjoration bonds are becoming
more and more coroinon as bank investments.
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New York banks at the close of 1905 held the largest amou4t
of bonds they have ever held. Thus 01,770,000,000.00 were invested,
including $913,000,000.00 in railroad and $569,000,000.00 in
1
municipal bonds. Nearly 17^ of all deposits were then invested in
bonds, and probably there is no less invested nov;. A depositor who
is anxious to knov/ something of the s trength of his bank can judge
fairly well by learning the proportion of its deposits represented
bybonds and any other securities which might be ^ound difficult to
convert into cash.
There are three cardinal points, therefore, upon v/hich a
commercial banker must centre all his attention in raaking purchases
of bonds and securities^ other than short time especially. These
three are; security/ of the principal, fair income, and a ready
market. In these lie profit with safety'-, outside them lies possible
failure and almost certain financial loss.
The first of these, security of the funds invested, of
course applies to both the savings and the commercial bank and is
the first aim of ever3'- honest banker. Probably nine out of every
ten of the bank failures in the United States result from a failure
to use intelligence in selecting the securities bought v/ith the
banks reserve (emergency) -funds. Many are due to the fact that
bank officials will sometimes "load up" the bank with the stocks
and bonds of companies which they themselves are promoting. In
other words they represent themselves as bankers doing a careful,
square-dealing business, but instead they are deceiving their
customers, and prostituting the bank to their private gain; a strong
example of this very thing was the failure oj^ the Milwaukee Avenue
1.- World's V/ork, Vol. 11,, 1905-1906. T)T). 7570.
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State Bank of Chicago in 1906, discussed later.
The second requisite that of the rate of interest is de-
j
I
termined in man;/ cases and to a great extent, "by the security or
j
i
degree of safety, (if there is such a thing) of the "bond or security.
That is to saj'-, if it is of the highest safet\'- it will sell abol^e
par or in other words at a premium and if only reasonahl^/- or moderate
ly safe it will sell at par or helovi^par. Thus the rate of interest
is determined "by the risk taken.
The third requisite, a ready market, has already been
spoken of, in another place, although not fully. To the savings
bank a quick market is not indispensable. If it can put its money
into a bond which it thinks is good for its interests regularly and
for its principal when due, it is satisfied to buy it and generally
never needs to sell quickly/- in order to get cash. The savings
bank buj'-s for "investment" in the narrowest sense. It likes bonds
that never "move" v/hose prices are not quoted and thus subjected to
external influences, but whose interest comes in regularly every
fev/ months and whose principal it knows to be secured by good pro-
pert:/ which is worth a substantial margin more than all the out-
standing bonds#
It is quite different with the commercial banker. He is
not bu^/ing a bond or stock for permanent investment. He is making
only a temporary investment. He is never quite sure that he will or
can hold it for a year. Therefore he must have bonds and securities
that can be easily and readily converted into cash. If the Knicker-
booker Trust Company of Nev/ York City, and several others of the
same place had follov/ed this axiom, their doors would not have been
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closed "by the state exajniner in the fall of 1907,
These are the principles that must control the commercial
banker in investing the hanks funds, From the examples given above,
it is clearly shown that where banks have violated then they have
|
either failed utterly or else compelled to suspend pajonent for some
tine. Very little can be said about the practical question:
What kinds of stocks and bonds meet these requirements? In corpora-
tion bonds, those listed on the New York Stock Exchange, and various
i
others exchanges such as Chicago, Boston, Philadelphia and St. Louiji,
are by far the most desirable. If the selection is made v;ith fair
caution and good advise, such securities can generally be sold
qickl;/, and the amount invested in them turned into readj'- cash to
help the bank out of any difficulties in which it may become involv-
ed.
I
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j
POSSIBILITY OP SUOCESf^FUL COMBINATION OF
j
SAVlMCrS AND COMI^ERCIAL BANKS, AND THE ADVAN-
TAGES AND DANGERS OP SUCH COMBINATION.
From the study of tJie various phases of the Savings and
Oonnnercial Bank in the preoeeding chapters, we turn, no^, to dis-
cuss the possibility of successful combination and the advantages
and dangers accompanying such corifcination.
\
The first thing to "be considered under the joint Dysten
is the management, for it is the all important factor in deten.iin- <
ing the success of either the Savings or Commercial bank considered
;
I
separately. The question is then 'vhether the management of an '
I
ordinary commercial bank is qualified for the ^ork of a savings
bank? As to this there •'/ould certainly be some doubt, ill a great
many cases. The managers of a comjuercial bank are constantly deal-
ing TTith the business man and there appears to be a certain specu-
j
lative atmosphere surrounding him and in Thich he lives. They are
I
both striving to gain the greatest amount of profit from their cap-
!
ital invested and it is this desire which sometimes induces commer- i
cial bankers to accept securities and make loans, which offer a
j
high rate of returns, but about which there is an element of uncer-
tainty. Such securities b.b a rule turn out all right and it is per-
fectly legitim.ate for commercial banks to deal in them. They ;iay
lose (in some cases the entire amount) on such securities and they '

expect to, but such losses are con:pe^i3ated for by tli^ high rate re-
turned on those that provp to be sound, and ninety-nine out of every
hundred do, 30 in the end they make a larger net profit. But such
i
I
is not the policy nor principal of the ^a^'ings bank. The element of I
;
risk is attempted to be -entirely eliminated in their investmenlB. Un-
i
I
der such influences it "rould be difficult for the sa.ie management to
' act accordingly to the princiT:>al- involved in both capacities.
i
I
On the other hr^nd it might be said th-^t the manager of a
commercial bank, on account of his 'iaily contact and dealings Tith
I
secLirities
,
ousht to be in a better position to knoiv and to deter-
mine what securities "/ould be perfe'^-tly safe for savings bank in-
I
vestments and 'vhich -.^/ould return a higher rate of income. But here
too is the difficulty that this effort for a higher rate miglit be
j
I
! made at the cost of conversatism, since all above the rate agreed i
!
i to be paid to the depositor, goes to the profits of the bank, How-
ever, taking everything into consideration, the management of most
commercial banks are cons^irvative enough to insur-^* the safety of
savings depositors. They are not, if they are honest and upright
men, going to t-^ke risk'^^ that would jeopardize their deposits and 1
ruin themselves. Therefore it ai^pears th-it as far as the management
|
is concerned, the sane one might ser'^^e in both capacities.
The next point to be considered in discussing the possible!
succe2^f^al combination, is the financial side of it. Does it cost
more to operate or is there a savings in expanses? This question *
I
! is so utterly one sided that it iB not ivorth while to discuss it
|
further here. It is one o^^ the fundamental principles in the modern;
tendency toward consolidation in all kinds of business, that there i
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is a saving in expenses of operation. This point wii'' be discussed
later as an arg'-une-nt in favor of combination.
The next question as t^ a successf^j.l union is thnt of lo-
!
cation. Is the conaraercial bank usually located so that its savings
department vrlll serve the class of people iho need it and -^ho save?
Location is one of the first things to be consid=^red in the estab-
lishment of a savings bank, expecially in the larger cities. Labor-
ing people and those whom the savings bank are intended to aid do
not live and generally do not work in the business section of the
city, but usually in the outskirts and in the m.anufacturing dis-
trict. And it is in these sections that the savings bank should be
located. Hamilton makes special mention of this fact in his defi-
nition of a savings bank. "And in furtherance of this purpose bank
officies are located at places where they are calculated to en-
courage savings among those persons v;ho must need such encourage-
1
.
m.ent
.
'^n the other hand, the opposite is true of the commercial
bank. They must, from the v?ry n.^ture of their business, be loca-
ted as n'^ar the heart and centre of the commercial and business dis-
trict as possible. The men vrho patroni?5e such a bank want it close
and handy to their offices and places of business. To unite the
j
tvTo Tould riean that either the business man or the laborer must suf-
fer the inconvenience which cannot be avoided. And under such cir-
cum.stances any inconvenience falls to the lot of the day laborer
as in most other cases.
! However the above would only appear to be true j.n the
larger cities. In the smaller towns the location of the commercial
I
j
1. Savings and Savings Institutions, pp. 161-2,

bank 'A'ould suit both classes of depositors, and the fact that the
establishment of S8vinp;s departments in oomi.iercial banKs in the
j
small to^vns ^jrould extend to those p?ople facilities for saving whichi
would not oth'^rwise be had, is a great argument in favor of uniting
them. This point ^.7ill be discussed later as on=! of the advantages
,
i
of the Joint system, so that it ^aii not be necessary to speak of
it at lengtn h^re.
Prom the foregoing, th^-refore, we may say that savings
and commercial banks may be successfully operated together, -.inder
one roof and under one managem.ent if such management is good and re-
liable. As ve shall see later, the success depends, in most states,
entirely upon the management of the bank,
|
At the present time and in recent years commercial banks,
especially in the middly and western part of the United States have
and are establishing savin^^s departments. The custom seems to have
originated in th-3 toTOs that were too small to support both a com-
mercial and a savings bank separately; noY it has been adopted to
a considerable extent byj^anks of the larger cities. The acquies-
cence of the^ currency has caused it to spread rapidly among Nat'l
Banks also. There seems some doubt as to the right of Nat'l banks
to do this, but it has not been contested so for. Inquiries as to
|
this power taken by Nat'l banks have been received in such large
numbers by the Oom.ptroller of the Currency that he lias prepared a
printed form of reply. This form is as follows: "In reply to your
letter of , relative -feo the right of a ^Tat'l bank to operate
a savings department, you are respectfully informed that there does
1. Bankers ''agazine, ^oi. 6'^. p. 8^0.
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not appesr to be anything: in the Nat'l Bank Act ^^hioh authorizes
or prohibits the operation of a Savings deT)?.rtinent by a Nat'l banK.
!
"Many Nat'l banks pay interest on d5po3it3 the re:-.8ipt of i
I
such deposits being evidenced either by entrie^^ in a paso book of
|
the depositors or by issue of certificates of deposit, -^s nay be
prefered. Deposits of this character must be sho-rn in the report::
of the bank, and loaned in a man.ier provided by the Nat'l Bank Act.
This 'vould prevent a Nat'i bank from accepting real estate collat-
erials ^vhich are deemed judicious for a Savings b^nk. All deposits.!
however, in a Nat'l bank are payable on demand, except v/here made
the subject of special contract, but the right of a bank to make
a contract of th^ft nature is a raptt'^r for judicial determination.
."The expediency of a Nat'l banking a?-s'n organi-^ied for
the purpose of doing a business of discount and deposit, engaging
in the busines-3 of a Savings bank is one for consideration and de-
termination by the board of directors." Thus we see the stand taken
by the Comptrol^ ^^r upon the establishment of savings departments in
Nat'l banks.
Naturally the movement of establishing savings departments'
1
has attracted the attention and in some cas^s excitei the opposi-
j
tion of the Mutual Savings banks '.vhose officers consider it an in- i
!
vasion of tiieir rightful field and also a dangerous financial poli-
cy. Especially is this true in states such as Minn., Ind., Ohio,
and the eastern states, There th-^ savings banks are so carefully
reg^alated by laws prescribing the safest possible forms of invest-
|
ments for the savings of the laboring classes. However, there are
dangers and there are advantages and the s^me "riii be found true
in m.ost any other branch of commercial industry, but it remains to
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be geen "/hether the advantages are not stronf: enough to risk the
dangers^ if they c-^:nnot be entirely avoided.
Let us now see -/hat advantages arise from a joint savings
and coramercia] b'^ink. First th^^n the question of profitableness of
a savings department, or the saving in expenses of operation to a
coiimeroial banK ifi urged. It is this principle th?tt lies at the
foundation of the v.niver^sl tendency tovmrd -.ont^oli'tation in all
industries. A-^ter the m^ic.:inery of a cotnrnercial bank is once v;ell
organized, ooviparatively little is ad'^ed to the expense acoo'jjit by
handling the business of a savings department. Tliis la'^t remark
applies "dth added force to the host of s^iall to^TOs and country
banks in vjhloh the commercia]. business transacte^i is not sufficient-i
ly large to take the whole time of the two or tnr^e men employed, '
but even in the larger city banks the doubling of the business by
;
no means doubles the operating expenses. Tue fact that the cor-ibi-
|
nation Jiovement is spreading so rapidly is sufficient evidence of
its profitableness through saving in expenses.
j
Another advantage, derived by a commercial bank from its
savings department aside from the saving in expenses of operation, '
is its effect upon the general welfare of the public, by the added
|
safety to tiie bank made possible by proper manageme nt. The ordinary
|
commercial bank holds all of its H.eposits subject to -'ithdrav/al up-
j
on demand, while it places a considerable portion of them in time
j
loans. If therefore, for any reason confidence in th^- bank s 1
shaken and all the depositors demand their bal.~.nces— in other
words, in case of a general "run"— the institution must inevitably
close its doors, since it cannot realize at once upon all of its
assets. 1:^" however g considerable amount of savings deposits, with;

3U
sixty or more days notion of 'r±th(\TR'^Rl g^.ipulat^ri, is held, the
danger fro:;i a T\m ie greatly lessened and if the bank holds fixed
deposits oayable at the end of six months or a year, the danger
of a "run" is still more lessened, if nuoh deposits are placed in
secure loans maturing within the time imen the der>03it3 are pay-
1.
able.
For fear that the above argiiment is not made clear, it
will probably be best to give a single illustration. Suppose that
an institution ^^ith a capital of -^10^,000.00 has ^100, 000, on of
demand deposits in it3 ')or.Tr:iercial department, and Il00,000.00 of
savings deposits 'vith the privilege of demanding sixty days noti-^e
before withdrawal. If it "rere a national banK: and situated in a
reserve or central reserve city, it -rould have to K.ee^ a reserve
of ^50,000.00; if in a country to^vn, #3^,000.00 . In the first case
by lending '^50,000.-^0 and in the second l?-^, 000.no on call against
good collateral, the' bank ^TOuld be in a position, at all tines to
meet its demand deposits instan.tly. The .^lOO.no^.OO capital stock '
could then be raUsed vjith absolute safety in discounting sound thir-
ty and sixty day paper, since the right of demanding notice of
|
withdrawal would guarantee the maturity of the paper before the
obligation to the savings depositors could become due. Usually 1
the bank would not have to demand the sixty days notice, but it
would have that resort in time of trouble. The 15100,0^0.00 savings
deposits coul'^ tlien be used in four or six months loans or invested I
in good securities or even in mortgage loans on real estate or any
1. Banking Magazine, "^^ol, 68, p. 36'^.

other stocks and bondg \7hioh are considered safe for savin^r^^ In-
vestments. It vrlll be readily seen th'-t tUe bank nere used as an
illustration ^.7ould be at all tines in position t-^ ne-^t e^'ery pos-
sible demand upon it by its depositors, provided, q-p course , its
investment? ^ere safe . consequently then according to this argu-
ment, it would be justifiable and safe for a commercial bank to
operate a savings department, if it had a cappble 'r^nd. reliable
management .
There is anoth-^r --dvantage and without doubt it is a very
great one. It is the extention o-r savings facilities to places and
people who would not oth='rwise enjoy th'=im. Mutual savings banks
from, the natur-- of their organizarion are slow to follow the needs
of tiie people. It is necessary to wait until conditions arrive
at such a point that they attract the attention -'nd invoke the aid
of financial men^ which is usu-illy at a somewhat advanced stage.
The savings dep-rtment in a commercial bank, for every little town
has a commercial bank, may be established however slight the need
and in places which wouuld not be able to support a mutual bank.
And ujider such a joint systen everybody would have the opportunity
to save at l^ast.
And again there is another advant^;ge of a savings deiJ??.rt-
ment to a commercial bank, however trivial it may sound, it is con-
sidered by some to be a very strong arg-iment in its favor. It is
a well recognized fact that in the keenn-^.-ss of present day competi-
tion, a bank cannot secure large merchant ile accounts without the
1.
promise or understanding of a certain line of accommodations. And
1. Bankers Magazine, Vol. G8, p. .36''.
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it is ^Aso "/©II kno'vn that whil" conservative banKs do not care
to accept a note running; for mor-^ thnn sixty days, there in usually
the understanaing that the loan '7ili be rene^ved at maturity if so
desired,
-^nd in many banks borrowers are not expected to fully li-
quidate their indebtedness rnor-^^ than onc-^ or twice year. It
would therefore seem thr^t the banker ^Tith a large ainount of time
deoosits (savings) is in a bett'^r position to promise accommodation
and v;ith more certainty of '-eing able to carry it out, than the
banker whose deposits may be withdravm ">''ithout a single moments no-
tice, thus compelling him to refuse promised assist^^nce to custom-
ers in time of brief ^^tringency or panic, whefl# such assistance is
most needed and perhaps caus^ing some of them to fail. In Bhort
according to this argument, a savings department, by insuring a
m.ore uniform r*:te of deposits removes the necessity for a sudden
and ruinous contraction of loans to customers in times of brief
stringencies.
We have now presented the various benefits Thich are
thought to arrise from a combination of the commercial and savings
banks. Only those have been discussed which affect the general
public in some way or other, and those which are benefits to the
bank only^have been intentionally omitted.
Having reviewed the possible advantages of combined sav-
ings and comr-;ercial banking, let us now discuss the possible dan-
gers or disadvantages of the joint system.
The first and '-'athout doubt a strong objection to the
combination is the fact that there is an essentia"^ -^nd r- dical dif-
ference betv;een the character of the busin^^ss of a savings and that
of a commercial bank. They are two entirely different lines of
:»--s
a4
business --iid cannot be joined Tvithout rJetrinent to both, r^ny more
than an ox and a horse could be driven together. The savings bank
de9l3 in f'and:. that ere not employed in ^jotive trade, but are merely
entrusted to the bank for the p^irpose of safe and oonparatively per-
manent investment. The corarnercial bank on the other hand deals with
.the constantly fluctuating ^/orking balances of the active business
man, left witii it for convenience and safe keeping only. The con-
mercial bank must therefore keep these balances in the form of quickf-
ly convertible pap:^rs.
Second -.nd probably the greatest danrer is th^tt the sav-
ings of thp laboring poor should not be sub jected .to
. the risks in-
cident to the business of a comi-aerciaT bank. It is a '-rel] recog-
nized fact thit commercial banks buying and discounting short time
paper as they do run risks 'vhich are far from being considered safe
for the investment of savings deposits. Here again the failure of
the Milwaukee /^ve. State Bank of Chicago, in 190(3, is a good illus-
tration of this danger.
It is also objected further that a savings department
necessitates a higlier earning capacity in order to pay tne promised
interest on the savings deposits, in tne fight of present day com-
petition, banks, in order to secure larger amount of savings de-
posits vlll attempt to secure them by offering a higher rate of in-
terest than its competitors. Consequei-itly this practice has a ten-
dency to lead to less conservative loans and investments which of-
fer a higher rate of returns. This objection would apply irith added
force to the middle and western states? -".'here the laws regulating
savings investments are comparatively very slack . In some there
are none ?t all as we shall see later.
I
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Another obje-ition to the establishment of a savings de-
T^artnent in a oom.nercial banlc i? that a clas3 of depositors will be
attracted, who are liable at any tine, by their readineo3 to credi^
every rir:nor, to cause a senseless "run" 'vhich might become serious
enough to cause a suspension. This night be partly overcome, how-
ever, by enforcing the r'j.le requiring notice of withdra^'al. This,
no doubt, night in some cases, give time for tue heat of excitement
to cool do^TO. On the other hand a resort to this privilege is
nothing more or less than a qualified form of suspension of payment,
(since the gener^il practice is to pay savings deposits on demand)
and it '-rouid seem that most banks would hesitate to fall back upon
it except as a last resort. To exercise this privilege, too, would
only tend to strengthen the belief that the bank, was short on funds
and to arouse the more conservative depositors to a false alarm.
Under such circum.3tances , that is a demand for deposits in both de-
partments, nothing on earth could save the bank from absolute sus-
T^ensioi.
1.
"It is also cl^^ined that the union of coramercia]. and sav-
ings banks affords an o portunity for the banker to tie up his as-
sets in fixed investments and to deceive the bank examiner by pass-
ing securities anri cash back and forth between the two departments.
It is probable however, that the banker who has a tendency to tie
up his assets in fixed investments, i-'rill find a way of doing so
witriout this ad'iitional opportunity; and in so far as examinations
are concerned this objection could only ap .ly where a commercial
bank operating umder a nationa' charter and a savings bank under a
Bankers Magazine, Vol. ^3, p. 14.
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s?tate charter, ^ere doing business under the same roof, and where
the examinations ivere made on different days." The above objection
appears to be rather weak, nevertheless it is probably worth mention-
ing.
Mr. Eckardt in discussinp: the joint system in Canada has
1
.
the following to say about the U. "The general opinion among
the leadin- bankers in the U. S. seems to be that the two Kinds of
banks — com-nercial and savings — should be kept destinct, and that
the funds of the savings baaks should be c^onfined within strict in-
vestment limits and not allowed to be used to carry on merchantile
operations and ventures. Oirc^omstances in the U. are very dif-
ferent from those in Canada; what suits the one country might not
suit the oth^r at all. But i*. is very certain that in Scotland and
in the Dominion, two countries where savings banking and commercial
banking are carried on by the same bank, the result has been uni-
formly feentficial — the developmeit of tn-^ two countries nas been
expedited, and thrifty, economical habit-5 encouraged in the people."
The above would tend to prove tha', the fundamental prin-
ciple Involved in the combination of the two forms of banking is
sound enough, if properly regulated, but of -course that is under a
different system of commercial banking than is found in the U. s.
In the two co-ontries above mentioned — Canada and Scotland.— the
centralized system of banking is in vogue, and under such a system
it can easily be seen that joint commercial and savings banking
would operate much bett-rr thr^n in the U. S., under tia*' onif diversi-
fied b 'inking system.. Under the centralized system, wh-re there are
1. H.^^P. Eckardt - Bankers Magazine, "ol. "^3, p. 114

compar^.tiv'^ly small number of chartered banks, of large capital
and high standing, it ri^nk^o it le°^ difficult to secure and r^itain
the confidence of the savings depositors, than it would be in the
'!» S, where there are such a variety of banks with unstable and
varying degrees of strength.
I
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CHAPTER V.
In taking up an investigation of the efficiency of the
Mutual and the Stock of Joint systems, it will "be necessary first
to get a clear understanding of the regulations under v;hich each
operate. Therefore v;e v/ill choose six states which are thought to
foe representative of the eastern part of the United States v;here
the Mutual system is in vogue: These are Few York, Connecticut,
NewHampshire, ITew Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Massac liAsetts, On the
other hand, we must choose six states to represent the middle v/estein
portion v/here the joint system is in oi)eration. These are: I
i
Illinois, Indiana, Micliigan, Kansas, Iowa, and Wisconsin, We w^ill
j
now look to the character of the laws in these tv/o sections of the
country.
The lai/'/s relating to Savings Banks in most of the eastern
states, s.re practically the same, in so far as the regulation of
the operation of the bank and the protection to the depositor is
concerned. First and most important of our eastern group is New
York and it is v/ith New York savings hank laws as a model that most
of our eastern and two or three of the middle-western states have
formulated their savings hank lav;s.
|
The New York savings "bank laws as they exist today are
very strict and are very much in detail. Every step in the organizaf
I
tion and incorporation of the hank is carefully prescribed. They
1
I
are Trustee or Mutual and not Joint-stock companies. The law defineis
the term "Savings bank" as meaning, "a corporation only authorized
|
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"by the laws of this state to receive money on deposit and pay such
rates of interest thereon, a.nd to invest the same in such securities
and obligations, as may he prescrihed by law."
Every savings bank in the State of Hew York is under a
board of not less than thirteen trustees, who have complete manage- \
ment and control of the institution. They are strictly forbidden
to receive any compensation for fulfilling that office, and dividends
loans, or any pecuniary interest, direct or indirect in the gains
!
of the bank are prohibited, nor can they ever act as sureties for
creditors. The board must regula.te the rate of dividends not to
|
exceed 5^ per annum and v;hen the surplus reaches 15^ of the total '
amount of deposits, they are required to declare an extra dividend.
In determining this surplus all stocks and bonds are to be counted
at their par value and if they are not worth that amount, at their i
market value. The salaries of all the officers of the bank are
regulated and cannot be raised above that limit. The banks are re-
quired to make reports every year and besides a committee of the
trustees of not less than three are required to examine the condi-
tion of the bank once a year. The bank is also subject to examina-
,
tion by the State Superintendent of Banks at any time he may see
|
fit. At the time of dissolution of any savings bank, all unclaimed
deposits go to the state. And lastly and most importantof all,
the bank is expressly forbidden to do a commercia-1 business or to
j
invest its funds in any securities except those expressly specified
by law.
Prom the above we get only an idea of the character of the^
lav;, but its value, inestimable to the protection and welfare of the
|
t
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ignorant depositor, is shown by the amount of savings deposits
($1,394,296,034.) which the 136 savings hanks of the State of New
York now enjoy.
The savings bank law of the rest of the eastern states
are so much like those of New York that it will only be necessary
to mention their more important differences. In New Hampshire,
Connecticut, and Massachusetts a bank may loan on personal security,
but in Massachusetts only to depositors and the amount cannot exceed
one-half ofdepositors account. The Nev; York lavrs regarding invest-
ments v/ere discussed in Chapter 3. In Connecticut, a personal
loan must be secured by tv/o signatures.
In New Jersey when deposits to the amount of $50,00 or
more have not been called for or added to or the depositor heard
from, for a period of 10 years, the deposit goes to the bank, after
certain requirem-ents in ad.vertising for the depositor have been
fulfilled. In most of the eastern states unclaimed deposits revert
to the State. The Pennsylvania law contains a pi^ovision that if
through the fraudulent acts of any one or more of its trustees,
such trustees shall be jointly and personally liable for the total
losses. Massachusetts has a peculiar passage v;hich strikes directly
at anyattenpt to connect a savings and a commercial bank in any way,
A saving bajik in that sta.te is not pennitted to be located in the
same offices or suits of offices or to be connected in any manner by
doors or passa.ges, with a commercial bank. All six of these states
forbid the officers of savings banks from being officers of a
commercial bank at the same time.
Prom the above ^ ort discussion of the eastern savings
Ic
t
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"bank lav;s, one can get © me idea of the strict regulations under
which they operate as compared to the laws of the western states.
Taking up the western group, one v/ill at once notice the
difference. Of all six, Indiana probably has the strictest and
j
most effective savings bank laws. Besides Indiana, AVisconsin is
the only other state in this group in v/hich the savings banks are
mutual, inall the rest they are stock companies or the combined
savings and commercial system. The law in the tv;o states mentioned
above is patterned after that of the eastern states, but, however,
is not nearly so strict, i
Theirlaws provide the manner of organization, regulates !
the rate of dividends, specified the salary of officers and prohibit
investments of funds except in securities named by law v^hich '
allows quite a range.
Probably next to these in strictness are the laws of Iowa
and Michigan. In Iowa the organization is regulated and a certain
capital must be paid in according to the size of the city in v/hich '
the bank is located. This capital stock is a guarantee fund for
|
savings depositors. In Michigan any bank whicli by its articles of :
incorpora,tion shall designate its business as that of a savings bank,
shall have power to carry on the business of savings banking as
prescribed by law. In both of these states savings banks are allow-
I
ed to do a general commercial banking business also; but the
departments must be run entirely separate and distinct, as are also
the respective reserves. The dividends or rates of interest promis-
ed to depositors are determined by the directors of the bank and not
until that rate has been paid, can they declare a dividend on the
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capital stock of the "bank. Aside from the savings reserve which is
determined hy the amount of deposits, all the remainder savings
deposits must "be invested in certain securites, hut these securities
include certain commercial paper which would not he considered as
safe for a minute "by the eastern law.
In Illinois and Kansas we find that there is absolutely
|
no attempt at savings hank regulation. There are large numbers of
commercial hanks doing a savings business, but are operating only
under the general banking law, which in all respects are inadequate
for the control and regulation of a strictly savings bank business.
Under the eastern laws it is practically impossible for
a savings bank to fail. All of its deposits must be invested in
specified securities and these securities are absolutely safe. The
only way, it seems, that an eastern savings bank could fail or lose
would be through theft of its officers and this could hardly be
done on account of the fact that the funds v;ould be in such a form
that it would be impossible to carry them off.
In all the v/estern and middle western states (except i
possibly Ohio, Indiana, Wisconsin, ajid Minnesota) the above is not
|
I
true. There is such a wide choice in the selection of securities
;
and in some no limitations a,t all, that there is great chance for
loses by bad investments.
Thus are the regulations under which the two systems
operate, we will next look into the results, Prom the following i
table one can get a better understanding of present conditions than i
if one attemj)t5to explain them in writing. This table gives the -
population, wealth of state, number of savings banks, total amount

of deposits,
depositor.
niimber of depositors, and average amount due each
STATE 5 PQPULATIOH WCALTti°"3rATC • TOTAl_ /\Mc»J"-r OF" DC'Pcj^lTo'^^jEj DOE E^tH
rsrw Y^)i?kliLrV K/Kf\ T-d 7 '^A <=)nnn
LUI lliLv^ lltUl fKf\FK \A.f^ nr»/^OOQ \^\D,<J\J\J OO 5 ] 7 /
1 ILW iiMI Ir JIIIM All ^f\fK A 7 nnn nnf^ 1 O-J, fJnZ) /J AT' n?
pcrjnmvAriiA 34^a4
( io7,'5^:)poo ^AU 1,004
(0^^4,0^ UAL
iLLirioi:) ZOQ /^4>6e>,8Ja
MICHIGAM IJMJ 00^000 A00,7^JQ> ^76,00
KAM5A5 },A70,493 1,000^000,000
]OWA 2,^3/,953 Zp:>^?D3,000 541
ini?iAnA ZJ4^,000 OOO 5 364.64
WI5C0M5IN 2A^e>oo,ooo bJQI /^5>.74
Prom this tahle one v/ill notice that the average deposit
account of t?ie eastern states is over five times greater than in
the western group. By a simple proportion between the aggrega.te
wealth of the six eastern states and that of the western group and
the totc.l deposits of the eastern six and tlaose of the west, it is
shov/n that the six eastern states have 47 times as much savings
deposits as the v/estern group relative to their wealth. This fact
would tend to prove that the mutual hanking system is very muchjnore
efficient, were the v;ealth and population the only tv/o factors that I
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entered into the test. And that is the difficulty. There are so
many different things to take into consideration, if one attempts
to get a correct result that it is impossible to do so. This
result merely shows the state of things under existing conditions.
From this tahle also it v;ill he noticed that the total average
amount due each depositor for the six eastern states is §161., while
I
that of the v/estern group is only |50.70. ^Ihethev or not the
j
difference in the banking systems causes this difference cannot be
1
proven.
Hamilton in speaking upon this difference says: "In
seeking an expla,nation of this remarkable success of the trustee
(Mutual) system, we are reminded that Nev/ England is singularly
separated distinct customs, habits and ideals from the rest
of the country. Notwithstanding the large foreign population, the
dominant tyj)e is more homogeneous and more Anglo-Saxon than it is
in any other section, and therefore fixed customs have been more i
rigid and contolling. Among the ideals behind the customs and in-
stitutions must be noted a stern, Puritanical sense of simple
living, industry and providence and this spirit is so strong as to
be well calculated to give color and direction to the philanthropic
impulse. There is also an unusual amount of public spirit, of
collective rather than a neighborly character, as seen in the in-
1
stitution of the tovm meetings."
Hamilton also attributes the backwardnessof the savings
i idea in the western states, not to the banking system but to other
cau^e. In short he says: "The sudden rise of value due to iinmigra<
1.- Savings and Savings Institutions, p. 195,
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tion has engendered a spirit of sei)culation which has hecome well-
nigh universal. People v/ho are accustomed to witness fortunes grow
in a day, are likely to lose patience with the slov/ process of i
i
carving out industrial careers by dint of hard la"bor and close
econony. This speculative spirit has led to many miscalculations a,£i
to econoriic resources; enterj'irises and settlements have heen planted.
and started without any adequate "basis of natural conditions; and
tides of ephemeral prosperity ma:'' almost he said to pass in a night,
This new order requires that the restless energy he organised along
conservative lines, if the section is to realize its possibilities,
The individuals have been accustomed to seek fortunes in t he rise of
value when no tangible ca.pital is employed, but they must henceforth
seek then out of capital v/hich has grown in the natural and orderly
1
way, out of their savings." This seems to.be a more logical ex-
planation of the difference in the amount of savings in the two
sections of the country, than the operation of two savings bank
systems.
Prom the following table it v;ill be shown that the number
of open accounts are continously increasing, compared to the popu-
lation. That they are increasing very much faster in the western
group (except Y/isconsin) than in the eastern section. In Illinois
thefn open accounts have increased almost five times in the last
seven years. This last mentioned fact speaks a good word for the
joint system or else the people are just awakening to the fact that
they should save.
1.- Savings and Savings Institutions, p. 202.
I
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Average
Am A1 1 trh
per
n f5.T) 1 1 a
Ratio between
Open Accounts
and Population
in 1900
Ratio Between
Ox)en Accounts
And Population
in 1907.
Rate
T)er cent
of
Int er e st
paid.
New York 194. 1 to 3.5 1 to 2.65 3.51
Connecticut 273. 1 to 2.3 1 to 1.75 3,78
New Hampshire 197. 1 to 3.1 1 to 2.24 3.46
Pennsylvania 25. 1 to 17.4 1 to 13.85 3.50
Nev/ Jersev 50. 1 to 9.2 1 to 6.63 3.00
Massachusetts 248. 1 to 1.9 1 to 1.47 3.69
Illinois 43. 1 to 40. 1 to 7.95 3.00
Michigan
Kansas
46. No Report on
this year
1 to 6.04 3.00
Iowa 60. 1 to 13. 1 to 5.92 3.86
Indiana 4. 1 to 118. 1 to 18.24 3.90
Wisconsin .50 1 to 202. 1 to 334.74 4.25
The last column of the above table sliows the r ate of
interest paid to depositors in each state. The average for the
eastern six being about 3.50/^, an increase of one tenth of one per
cent. But the 3.5/^ represents all of the net earning on the invest-
ments in that group while the 3.6/o of the western section merely
representa the rate promised by the bank. It in no wa3'- indicates
the net earnings on the deposits invested. Savings deposits, invest
ed as they are in the joint system, earn interest at the regular
coimnercial rate, v/hich in the middle west averages about 5,6;?^ Thus
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we see that the joint stock "banker mcikes about 2fy for his trouble
of caring for and investing the savings deposits. All of this by
rights should go to the depositor, after expenses of operation have
been paid, since he is compelled to run the risk of cornriiercial in- .
vestments.
It might be of interest to note the general growth of the
savings banks as a whole in the United States. The total amount of
deposits is increased by an enormous araount each year. From 1905
to 1906 there was an increase of $221,000,000 and from 1906 to 1907
there was an increase of $218,000,000.
The follov/ing curves will show the general growth of the
savings banks of the United States since 1820 at periods of five
years. (See follov/ing page.)
Thus we see that the savings idea and the savings banks
are increasing and growing s^^dily each year. And no doubt 3=s.4rc
destined to attain even greater proportions if properly guarded and
regulated. And at the present day there seems to be a general
movement, in the west, towards stricter laws dealing with the in-
vestment of savings deposits, and no doubt this movement will result
in lav/s bettering the savings bank conditions in that section of
the country.
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CHAPTER VI.
GOArERmiEUTAL I.MSTITUTI01TS ?0H SAVINGS
.
To t he great mass of people v/ho have no savings deposits
and who work for wages, the first aid in times of distress, is the
pa^n-shop. Tradition makes it the abode of oppression. In
reality it is simply a place of business where money is loaned
on non-bankable collateral often at excessive rates of interest.
Closely related to the pavm-brokers are the various kinds
of loan sharks who are to be found in nearly every town and cityj
and v7ho lend money on salaries, household goods and various other
things at rates that are often as much a,s 100^'^ a year.
Long ago Austria, Spain, Italy, and other continental
countries provided national pawnshops which charged a nominal rate
of interest. These national money lending establishments have had
various successors, including provident and v/orkmen's loan associa-
tions, and cooperative, municipal and peoples banks. Y/ith all of
these institutions the aim has been identical—to lend money on
terms and in a way to teach the valiie of saving. Let us nov/ take
up some of the more important forms of institutions for saving as
they exist to-day,
POSTAF. SAVINGS BANKS.
A great number of people especially foreigners in the
United States have a feeling of distrust in commercial bank. They

regard the Government as the only stable institution which can
handle and take care of the poor man's money with perfect safety.
Many of these people have come from foreign countries in v/hich
hanks run hy the government have already heen established. In
England and all the continental countries, and even in Japan,
there are u j e-c savings banks, which are part of the postoffice
systems and which put a sort of national security behind savings.
The value or significance of the postoffice as a force
for savings are evident. There is a very close link between the
people and the postoffice. "In rural districts the postmaster is
often the philosopher and guide of the whole community, while the
rural mail carrier is not only a wandering newspaper, but the frienc
of everybody." Therefore to make these postoffices officials act
as savings agents would not only tend to popularize the saving idea,
but, what is far more important, being the opportunity for saving
to the very doors of the people. It is a well known fact that
sa,ving facilities are not within easy reach of all the people of the
United States, despite the efforts made by some banks to develop
savings banking by mail. The unpopularity of the mail-baiiking idea,
is due in a wayto the fact that there is a class of people v/ho are
unwilling to trust their saving to the dangers of the mail, and v;ho
want to deposit then v/ith their own hands and see the bank and the
people who are taking them.
On account of the great good to be accomplished by the
postal banks there have been repeated attempts to esta.blish them in
the United States. Special interest is attached to them at present,
because Postmaster General Myer in his last report to Congress,
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made a strong recoinmendation for their adoption,
Mr, Myer is not the first Portmaster General of the United
States to recoEimend the introduction of postal savings "banks. Many ,
I
of his predecessors have done so (especially'- Mr. John Wannamaker )
,
Many objections have been raised. One is that it would interfere
,
with the operation of other kinds of savingsbanks. Another that it
would be too cumbersome to operate successfully.
The latest plan recommended is that the Postmaster-
General be empov/ered to designate all moneyorder postoffices, and
such other postoffices as may be deemed necessary to receive depositjc
for savings in even dollars, with one dollar as the minimum. The
postmasters or their clerks are to be required to receipt for
deposits in the passbooks to be furnished and also to meike report
of all deposits to the Postmaster-General, v/ho will also acknowledge
the receipt of the deposit, directly to the depositor. It is pro-
posed that the money thus deposited v/ith the government shall not
be liable to demand, seizure or detention under legal processes
against the depositor, With-drawals could be made at an;^ time
subject to certain regulations.
It is also proposed to j)a,y the postal bank depositors
interest at the r ate of 2/b a year--l/j semi-annually. The depositors
are to be limited to $500 per year by any one person^ It is furtheJ
purposed to make the system open to any individual in the United
States who is ten years of age or more. A child under ten, can have!
an account opened in its name by parent or guardian but there can ]
i
be no withdrawals from this account until the child reaches the
j
age of ten years, i
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In order that the money deposited in the postal savings
banks ma.y return to the r egular avenues of trade the Postmaster-
General suggests that they he deposited in national hanks which are
government depositories. He says raanj'' Presidents of these banks ha^e
expressed a willingness to pay at least 2 l/2f} for this mone^''.
One result of the adoption of the system of postal savings
banks in the United States would not only be encouragement of thrift
and economy the foreign born population, but also the development
in them of an interest in the governiDient of their adoption, based
on the ownership of a little of its wealth,
England probabl^fhas the best Postal Banking system in
the world since most of the European countries have patterned very
closelv after the English plan. Postal savings banks were establisl
1
ed in England by act of Parliament in 1861, The distinctive
features of the system are these. The deposit is aboslutel^'- safe
and the depositor can find a branch of his bank in any part of the
kingdoin. He can deposit at a.ny place and he can withdrav/ at Siuy
place or in other v/ords he is not compelled to go to the office of
deposit in order to get his money.
The depositor ma.y deposit any sum from a shilling upwards.
Fifty pounds ($250) may be deposited in any one year, and two
hundred pounds (®1,000) including interest, is the highest amount
any depositor can have to his credit.
The English Postoffice pays 2 l/2;'l' interest on savings
deposits every year, the rate is fixed and does not vary with the
ratio of interest. The expenses are paid out of the difference
betv;een this interest and the interest the department receives on
1,- Hamilton, Savings and Savings Institutions,
m
its investments, and if there is a deficit it is paid by appropria-
j
tion by Parliament.
In order to accommodate small depositors and especiall:/
children, the government issues penny stamp which may he pasted intct
deposit hooks and when these stamps aggregate a shilling, they are
redeemed and the depositor get credit for a shilling on the hooks of
the hank. The v/ithdrawal of deposits is very simple. Blanks must
be filled out and forv/arded to the main office in London, Vi^hich
sends back a warrant for the funds on the postoffice indicated in
the application. There is also an arrangement whereby money may
be withdrawnby telegraph.
The postal savings bank system, which was first introduced
into England has been taken up in most of the continental countries.,
Belgium adopted it in 1870; the Netherlands in 1881; Prance and
Sweeden in 1882; Austria in 1883; and Hungary in 1885. Other places
v/here it is in operation are Canada, a number of British Colonies
in Australia and Africa, Russia, Finland and Japan. It has also
been recently introduced into the Phillipine Isles by the United
!
I
States Government, but has hardly been in operation long enough to
;
shov/ any definite results.
m^ICIPAL SAVIHGS BAI^S.
The Municipal Savings bank is simply a savings b ank under
I
municipal control. This form has probably reached the highest
I
degree of development in Germany. Since the German municipalities
!
are so well organized it would naturally follow that the banks shoul(i
have the same characteristics. There are none of this ti'j)e in the '
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United States, so it will Toe necessary to studj/- it as it exists
in GeriiLany,
yjhen located in "big cities these banks have numerous sub-
stations, which are open until late at night for the convenience
of depositors who have to work late in the evening, --after the
customary banking hours.
In Berlin a lone there are nearly a hundred of these
1
branches. A feature of these banks is that all the writ ing--that
is, the filling out of deposit slip and withdrawal blanks, etc.,--
is done b^^ the bank clerks, so that if there is any mistake it is
the fault of the bank. In some of the cities notably Mainz, the
city saving bank sends out collectors to collect the savings of
the poor. Most of the depositors have a fixed sum ¥/hich they
deposit each v/eek and it is the constant aim of the loank to increase
this sun from time to time. Thus saving under this form becomes a
regular part of the family's weekly schedule. The smallest sum is
accepted v/henever offered for deposit. The rate of interest on
these savings deposits ranger from 3 l/3/y to 'if,. Like the American
savings banks the Germans investa great amount of their funds in
real-estate securities.
SCHOOL SAVIIj;GS BAIIKS .
In 1885 Mr. Thiry, a Belgian by birth, after having
made a studj/" of the foreign systems of school savings banks, he
worked out a plan for their introduction into the United States and
1
I
I
submitted it to the school authorities of Long Island City, who
1
adopted it.
1.- Review of Reviews, Vol. 12, p. 7072,
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The original plan of the school savings bank, as introduced
by Mr. Thirj'-, has remained practically the same ever since. By its
provisions every school teacher v/hose class adopts the system become
officially a "bank," and is so designated. The bank, however, is
conducted under the supervision of the principal of the school, the
teacher sim.plj'" acts as cashier. The deposits are received every
llonday morning just before the v/eeks v;ork begins. The teacher
calls the roll, and if the boy or girl has money to deposit, from
one cent up, he or she says, "Yes," a.nd hands it over to the teacher
who makes a note of the amount along side the child's name. This
money when collected, is placed in an envelope, which is sealed
and signed by the teacher, who writes the amoimt outside. Then it
is sent to the principal, who is permitted to open it. Y/hen all
the envelopes from the varioiis classes ha.ve rea,ched him., he sends
the total amount to a savings bank for deposits in the name of the
school. Accompan3''ing the envelope on every fourth Monday morning
is a detailed list, giving the name of the pupil and the amount
deposited by him each v^eek. This list goes to the bank and the
child's name then goes on the books of that institution. If the
chilcj so desires he can h8.ve a book regularly made out in his name
and he can dra.v/ interest,
A pupil can draw out money after he has deposited $3,00
or more, but only with a check signed by his parents or the pirncii.ia
of the school. Many precautions are taken to prevent the misuse of
the money drawn out. If it is knovm that the father of the child
depositor is addicted to the use of liquor, his signature v/ill not
be honored on a check.
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' IRvery child gets a school deposit-book as soon as he
"begins his deposit. In this book is written the amount of every
v/eekly deposit. This therefore is a record of the savings of the
child in case he does not have a hook at the regular savings hank,
• On the hack of the school deposit hook are all the rules and regula-
tions v/hich serve as a guide in cases of doubt.
Some idea of the extent of the school savings bank savings
may be obta.ined when it is stated that at the Long Island City
school, v;here the s^rstein was first put into operation, the average
amount collected every Monday morning is about §125.00. The sta-
tistics which are collected each year by Mr. Thiry shov; that there
are now 177,000 depositors, that the system is in opera,tion in
1,023 scliools of 121 cities and 25 states, and the punils of these
1
schools have a total deposit of $1,223,560,32.
Wiile the scliool savings bank system is not a savings
bank in itself and although it relies upon other savings banks for
aid, still it fulfills a service otherwise neglected and therefore
merits a discussion.
Of all the above forms the Postal Savings Bank is the
' best, v/ithout a doubt. It would be an invaluable supplement to
eit?ier the joint or mutual systems, because it is the only system
i
that assures facilities for saving to every community in the country
In any case under the rivalry of a postal system, and v/ith statutory
provisions for the other forms, the law of the survival of the
j fittest mayoperate to secure the end in view,— the education of the
,
people in saving,
I
1,- Report of Comptroller of Currency, 1906, p. 49,
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CHAPTER VII,
SOME GOiTOLIJSIOMS AS TO KSEDED HEFCmiS,
WITH SPEGLAi HI^EKHiTCE TO
ILLINOIS.
The savings banlc is the first and best protection of the
poor people's money. Yet it has a great nany riva-ls. There are
nearly forty different kinds of cooperative, building, mutual, bene-
fit and other societies in the United States which make the same
sort of bid for saving<=' deposits. Some put forth very alluring
claims and are willing to receive sums from one cent up. Many are
honest in intent, but are unable to realize or fulfill the almost
impossible promises, of high rates, vmich they make. Many such
societies should be prohibited or if allowed, be strictly regulated
by law. An<i "the large advanta,ge savings banks have over all compe-
ting institutions at the present time is that in many states as has
been noticed before, they are safeguarded by laws which place res-
trictions upon the management and investment of their funds. This
is because these states deem it wise policy to keep a paternal over-
sight of their saving banks — a policy which results viiould seem to
justify. It is this rea,son why there have been fev;er failures among
savings banks than among joint savings ajad commercial banks. In
|
some parts of the country conditions are, probably, hardly favorable
to to purely mutual savings ba,nks and in such communities the joint |
!
system has been found useful. These banks have more freedom of '
management and consequently their success and safety is more de- i
t
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pendent upon the character of their officers and directors.
Coming more specifically to Illinois this last fact ap-
plies v/ith all possible force, as it does in many other western
! states. In Illinois there are absolutely no savings bank laws and '
1
all the protection afford^id the savings depositor is that given by
|
the General Banking, Act. This puts savings depositors on the same
basis as commercial depositors and both kinds of deposits are used
alike, to discount bills and notes.
This lack of a savings bcjik law in Illinois has resulted
in the loss of thousands upon thousands of dollars to poor deposi-
tors; which in many cases was the sum accumulated by a life of sav-
ing and economy and which left the individual destitute . In the
failure of the Milwaukee Avenue State Bank of Chicago on August 7,
1906, there was a total loss of |l, 000,000.00 due to mismanagement,
poor investments and fraud. The tota,l loss to the 22,000 depositors
was estima.ted by the state bank examiner to be $450,000,00 which is
an average loss of $20,45 to each depositor. This bank being sit-
uated as it was in the very centre of a. lavoring sett lenient had a
very large savings account, in fact it v/as practically all savings
deposits. The loss of $20.45 (which is only the average) to some
of those poor people represented the greater part of their worldly
wealth.
The Milwaukee Avenue Bank was capitalized at $250,000 and
surplus and undivided profits reached $300,000. But this was not
enough to cover the losses which as above mentioned amounted to
about $1,000,000,, divided about as follows; |i
»
Forged and WorthlesB Paper - - -
-$466,500.
Questionable Paper (If not forged) - - 200,000.
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Losses in St ell Ball Company - - _ 180,500.
Real Estate Losses - - - - - - 153,000
.
Total Losses $1,000,000. |1, 000, 000.
Capital Stock $350,000.
Surplus and Undivided Profits - - - 300,000
.
Total to cover Losses |550,000. 550 ,000.
Total net Losses to Depositors |450,000.
1.
Mr. Paul 0. St ensland who was president of this bsjik:,used
these adjuncts to promote projects and support companies v/hose se-
curities were practically worthless. He was personally financially
interested in some of these companies, which is the probable reason
that he made such extensive loans to them, when he could not help
but know th.at their securities v/ere very doubtful.
And moreover this is not the only instance of such cases.
Many have occurred similar to the above in recent years, but not on
such an extensive scale. It i- to eliniin.it e such savings bank fail-
ures as the above that Illinois should legislate new laws. State
banks are necessary to the industrial and comii.ercial prosperity of
the country ajnd are fulfilling functions outside the scope of sav-
ings banks, with v/hich in fact they do not corapete, except to some
extent in the matter of receiving deposits. Of course in rendering
the great services v/hioh they render coroiherce s,nd industry, banks
of discount must take risks from which savings banks should be
exempt. A commercial bank cannot be hedged about by the rest rictioni^
1. Chicago Tribune, August 17, 1906,

under wliich savings banlcs operate. Althougli it v/ould not be feas-
ible to assure the safety of coiuinercial banks in the same v/ay as
savings banks are safeguarded in the East and some western states
—
by narrowly restricting their investments yet there is doubtless
room for improvement without unduly hamperiHg the operation of the
b anks,
1.
One writer has recently said that 8.11 "fejank failures are
j
due either to dishones^ty or incompetency. "V»liile it may not be pos-
sible to make all men eitxier honest or capable, it may be possible
to diminish the number of the incompetent and dishonest who get in-
to the banking business. Only a verj?" small minority of banks ever
fail, and by far the greater number are safe enoi;igh; but the com-
paratively few that do fail tend to cause distrust of all banks on
the part of the timid".
2.
In Connecticut and Massachusetts laws have recently been
passed regulating the savings departments of foreign bajoks doing a
I
commercial business and providing for the investment of savings de-
i
1
posits by such banks, •
^
The ne^v Massachusetts law v/hich took effect Jaunary 1,1908
applies only to foreign banking associations or corporations which
i are transacting business in the state and it expressly excludes
National Banks. It requires all such foreign ba^nks which receive,
3.
"any deposits or transact : e.ny business in the mianr.er of a savings
bank, or in such m^anner as might lead the public to believe that its
business is that of a savings bank, to have a savings depa.rtment in
which all business transacted in such a manner shall be done, Sa,v-
i-.., P. Eckardt — Bankers Magazine, Vol. 67, p. 259,
j2-Bankers Magazine Vol, 75, p, 523,
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ings department, and all loans or investments of such deposits
|
i
must "be made in accordance with the statutes governing the
investment of deposits in savings "banks
—
(v.'hich has been discussed
j
.
t
"before; . Such deposits and investments must "be kept separate and
not nixed with the other e.ssets of the bank. The accounts and
transactions of the savings department must be kept distinct. Pro-
fits, after payment of the promised rate of interest or dividends
to the savings depositors, go to the bank and may be transferred
to its general profit account."
Such a lav/ as that just quoted above v/ould certainly be a
good one for Illinois. It is practically/ settled that the joint
system has come to stay and therefore the sooner it is regulated
the better for the depositor. Illinois is laging v/ay behind many
of her sister states in this matter and it is the duty of the state
legislature to pass a savings bank la,w. A movement seems to have
started in the v/est recently to regulate savings departments in
commercialbanks. Oregon, Washington and Utah have fallen in line.
Since the savings bank depa.rtm.ent seems destined to
become an im-portant feature of the business of National Banks, v/oulc
seem justifiable for Congress to sanction it and to enact regula-
tions assuring safety. This might be achieved by throv/ing around
these departments the same safeguards as have been prescribed by the
state legislatures in those states v/here the mutual savings banks
system prevails.
In conclusion, it is without doubt that under the existing
conditions in the United States, the Mutual Savings Banks are the
besti But this class of banksare almost wholly^ confined to a few
eastern states. V/hat then about the rest of the country? It
j
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appctrently is not adapted to other parts of the country, inas much
as there are almost no signs of its extention. It would not "be
right to allov; those sections v:here there are no Mutual Banks, to
he compelled to do without savings facilities altogether. It is
desirable that the hahit of frugality' and saving he cultivated
throughout the land, and it is, therefore, for this reason, t hat thje
duty of offering savings opportunities devolves upon the commercial
"banks in their respective communities. Thus it is that the savings
departments of the commercial banks are fulfilling a long felt want
and need. But onthe other hand, this is no excuse for the lack
of proper regu.lations, which condition exists throughout almost
•Qi e whole of the middle and western states.
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